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There is an equal amount of men and women in the 
world, with a total population of almost 7.8 billion 
people. Yet, women make up only 7% of world lead-
ers, 70% of people working in healthcare are women, 
and 76% of people suffering from domestic violence 
are women. Taking all the working people together, 
women only make 81 cents for every dollar earned 
by a man. American Indian, Alaska Native, black and 
Hispanic women earn 25% less than white men. In 
the same job, women still make 2 cents less for every 
dollar a man earns. Black women make 97 cents for 
every dollar a white man with the same qualifica-
tions makes. Only Asian women make 2 cents more 
for every dollar than a white man.
Generally speaking, women take care of the children 
(a full-time, but unpaid job), and the household (a 
second unpaid job). Only 6% of women progress to an 
executive level role at a paid job, compared to 12% of 
men. Higher paying jobs have an overrepresentation 
of men, whilst lower paying jobs have an overrepre-
sentation of women. Women who return to their job 
after childbirth suffer from the motherhood penalty, 
meaning that their wage decreases after returning. 
When women of colour ask for a raise, they are 19% 
less likely to receive it than a white man. Highly ed-
ucated women earn less than men, the largest differ-
ence being in women who hold an MBA, making 75 
cents for every dollar a man makes. The smallest dif-
ference is in women with a degree in law: they make 
87 cents for every dollar a man makes. But, there is a



very simple solution to this problem: pay trans-
parency. Why? Because it leaves behind traditional 
compensation models, in which men are statistically 
favoured. In organisations where there is pay trans-
parency, the gender gap is nonexistent. 
This is a booklet about women. It is not complete, in 
fact, it never should be. It contains firsts, of which 
the date is sometimes suprisingly close to now. It 
contains extraordinary beings, who survived a re-
gime against them. It shows people who have been 
judged, who have endured hardship, but who have 
eventually received praise. It also shows people who 
have made mistakes. In its core, it shows humans. 
With this booklet, I want to raise questions and in-
vite the reader to think and reflect upon their own 
perspective. Are all women in this booklet role mod-
els? Do you judge them differently than men? Are 
your standards perhaps higher before you qualify a 
woman as a good leader? 
Did you know men and women have more in com-
mon than that they differ? We are so used to focus-
ing on the differences, that this may be easy to for-
get. We are so busy creating boxes, that we end up 
punishing both those who fit inside them, as well as 
those who don’t. Perhaps what we should be focusing 
on instead, is how to treat humans as humans, rather 
than some label we have assigned to them. Men and 
women can be the same: they can be equal.

Source: https://www.payscale.com/data/gender-pay-gap   By: Joey Tol
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I have always been fascinated with the concept of gen-
der. As someone who was very free in their choices 
growing up, I can’t help but feel much of what we de-
fine as ‘gender’ is just a social construct. It also seems 
that many people confuse gender with sex. Biological-
ly, there are men, women and intersex people. I don’t 
believe, however, that little babies are born with an 
innate knowledge about how they should behave, what 
clothes they are allowed to wear, and what character-
istics they are supposed to have. Yet, the consequences 
of these constructs are very real. 
If we don’t tell young boys how they should proper-
ly express their emotions, but we expect young girls 
to be very social, we create an imbalance. If we stim-
ulate young boys to play with useful toys that teach 
them how to use their hands, insight and certain tools, 
whereas we give young girls shiny and pink objects or 
dolls with no real learning possibilities, we create an 
imbalance. If we dress young boys in practical cloth-
ing and allow them to get dirty whilst playing outside, 
whereas we dress young girls so that they look pretty, 
we create an imbalance. Why do so many boys want to 
be firemen or police when they grow up, whereas girls 
want to be mothers or nurses? And even if many girls 
want to become mothers, why aren’t they paid for the 
full-time care of the children and the housekeeping? 
Perhaps the reason that only 7% of world leaders are 
female has something to do with all this. I invite you to 
think about how your upbringing could have impacted 
your perspectives, choices and ideas. If you are a wo-



man, do you feel like you have equal opportunities to 
men? Do you think you would feel supported, if you 
wanted to obtain a leadership position? If you are a 
man, do you think you are in a position many wom-
en would also like to be in? Are they, or are they not? 
And why could that be? If you don’t identify as a man 
or woman, is that because you feel restricted by the 
social expectations put upon the sexes? Do people re-
act to you differently if they assume you are a woman, 
or a man? Do you think children notice differences 
among each other, or do they think of each other as 
equals? When does it stop being equal? Why? I don’t 
expect you to have an answer. I don’t think most peo-
ple do. I know I don’t. Like many aspects in our lives, 
we have created something that we have now as-
sumed as a truth. But perhaps it is time we redefine 
some things. Maybe then, in a few years, we will see 
a more equal distribution of men and women across 
leadership positions. Maybe we will have abandoned 
the idea of ‘men and women’ altogether. Who knows.    
All I know, is that it doesn’t hurt to think about it, re-
flect on your own life and recognise it in that of oth-
ers. With that, I wholeheartedly invite you to think of 
what leadership means to you, and which women in 
your life fit that definition. At the end of this booklet 
you will find a link where you can upload the name 
and picture of those women. This way, we create a da-
tabase of all sorts of female leaders together, so that 
we ensure this list will continue to grow. We might 
end up seeing more female leaders than we thought.
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The list doesn’t end here.
Add your leading women 

to the list here: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bT6c84mv-
aB0qtfUyolKpte_QrpcOImr3zjfD45WnzW4/edit?us-

p=sharing
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